Sender: Richard Gi, 1 Dyke Road Pla
BRIGHTON,EAST SUSSEX
,BN1 5LD, GB

Huboo Ref 3362
Huboo Technologies Ltd, Unit 2 Inte
16 Ash Ridge Rd
BRADLEY STOKE
BRISTOL
BS32 4QE

24-037 755 9000-114 244 024

Post Office - scan the below right barcode
Weight: 0 - 2 kg
Customer Reference: Department Reference:
350614930018
Please take this item to a Post Office and keep
your tracking/postage information

#QQ 4668 1099 9GB#

eBay Return ID: 5193120735

Postage On Account GB

Packing slip
Include this packing slip inside your package

Item:
Return reason:
eBay return ID:
eBay item number:
eBay buyer ID:
eBay order number:

Nintendo GameCube GCLoader GC Loader PNP
Authentic - Official UK Stockists
Changed my mind
5193120735
284373974459
dcentity2000
10-07559-27233

Shipping instructions:
1. Include the packing slip
Place the slip inside the box with the item you are returning

2. Pack carefully
Remember you are responsible for ensuring the item arrives safely

3. Attach your label to the package
Make sure the barcode is visible and remove or cover any existing labels

4. Dispatch with Royal Mail by 22 September 2021
There are over 11,800 Post Office branches with some offering extended opening hours.
You can find your nearest Post Office branch at: www.royalmail.com/branch-finder.
You can track the progress of your return, using the tracking number that will be on the receipt you're given
when you drop off your parcel.

Terms and Conditions
Many common items are classed as Dangerous Goods, such as lithium batteries, perfume, aftershave, nail varnish, aerosols and alcoholic
beverages (spirits). It is the sender's legal responsibility to ensure that you are posting safely. The only permitted Dangerous Goods allowed by
Tracked Returns are lithium batteries inside the equipment they power, although please note that conditions apply, e.g. for packaging. Failure to
follow these guidelines could lead to your item being intercepted in the postal system and disposed of. For full details visit
www.royalmail.com/restrictedgoods. You are agreeing to the chosen service's Terms and Conditions and privacy policy. See Royal Mail's terms
and conditions and privacy policy.

Packages weighing more than 20kg cannot be accepted at the Post Office.

